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About the Authors
❖ Under the influence of Western culture, Owen Wister wrote The Virginian to 

represent the culture of the American West. While writing The Virginian, Wister used 

events from his past travels into the “Wild West,” memories about the region, things 

that he heard, and, of course, his imagination. The Virginian is said to be the 

quintessential picture of a cowboy that many people yet admire.

❖ Zane Gray introduced how religion influenced cowboys and still kept the image of the 

perfect man as shown in The Virginian.

❖Walter Van Tilburg Clark, a writer, introduced the fact that nobody is perfect and 

that even the best cowboys need to continue to improve themselves.  

❖ Louis L‘Amour vigorously followed the standards set by Wister and created a picture 

of a cowboy who is ready to sacrifice his life for others.

What is a cowboy?
❖ Qualities of the cowboy include being skilled on a ranch, a hard worker, quick on the draw, being a precise 

shooter, and knowing how to make connections with horses. Cowboys, also called cow-punchers, are people 

who know how to survive and fight for themselves. Wearing hats, guns in gun belts, handkerchiefs 

sagging from the throat, cartridge belts slanted across hips, leather wristbands, and boots with spurs 

on them brought much attention from the female population. Despite their appearance, not all cowboys 

are perfect.

Is a perfect cowboy a perfect man?
❖ A perfect cowboy is a man who is a role model for everyone. A standard for the perfect cowboy, set by 

Owen Wister, is immensely difficult to accomplish. Being a perfect cowboy considers not only being quick 

on draw, but also being gentle with women, knowing how to communicate with everyone, and taking care 

of animals, In addition, it means knowing how to survive in the wilderness, being ready to sacrifice 

himself for others, protecting his pride and dignity, and lastly, being “more beautiful than pictures.”
The best example of the perfect cowboy is the Virginian!

relationships with horses
❖ Cowboys built relationships with their horses as if they were their 

brothers. Horses were not just working animals. Good horses 

understood their riders without the cowboys saying anything. While 

riding, a horse and a rider became one. 

Western culture teaches us not only about

western lifestyle, but also about morals
❖ The Virginian: No matter how much evil there is in the world, there are always going to be people who will be 

ready to risk their lives for you.

❖ Riders of the Purple Sage: Do good no matter how harsh and how cruel the world is to you. There are always 

people who will recognize that and you will have an opportunity to stand shoulder-to-shoulder with people of 

good and pure hearts. 

❖ The Ox-Bow Incident: Nobody is perfect. If you have friends who have a good soul and you understand their 

reasoning for the things they do, you must keep those people in your life, take care of them, show them that 

you care about them because one day when you need them, they will be there for you. 

❖ Hondo: When you get a feeling that you have found something that can determine your                                 

life‘s path, it is worth fighting for, no matter how big the risks may be.

Good
❖ The perfect cowboy is the representation of 

good through honesty, helping others, saving 

others, even changing himself in order to 

become better for others. He fights for justice 

and goodness among people.

❖ The Virginian stated that “If a man can go 

jamming’ hot irons on to little calves and 

slicin’ pieces off ‘em with his knife, and live 

along, Keepin' a kindness for animals in his 

heart, he has got some good in him.”

evil
❖ Evil is represented through jealousy and greed 

while luring others to accept the same feelings. 

Zane Gray illustrated evil by showing how people 

used religion to gain power and persuade people to 

do what they were told to do. 

❖ It is interesting that Gray through his character 

named Bess, represented gold as an evil thing. ‘’Yes, 

I hate gold. For it makes men mad. I‘ve seen them 

drunk with joy and dance and fling themselves 

around. I‘ve seen them curse and rave. I‘ve seen 
them fight like dogs and roll in the dust. I‘ve seen 
them kill each other for gold.’’

Is it good to kill people? 
❖ During the time of these novels, justice was harsh and even called for wrong-doers to be hung, but how can this 

be justified?

❖ If a man passed through his neighbor‘s land that would not be wrong. If the neighbor put up a “No Trespassing”
sign and the man still went across the owner‘s land that would be wrong. However, if a murderous man crossed 

into the no trespassing zone, then it would be moral and ethical to violate the no trespassing rule in order to 

capture and punish the murderous man. Hence, people do evil in order for good to result.

❖ The law is in the hands of the court. The Congress created the courts, delegates made the Constitution, and 

delegates were elected by the people. Therefore, people created laws, such as hanging an evil man in order to 

protect themselves from evil, even if it called for extralegal measures.

♦ The goal of this research is to discover the origin of the mythical and literary cowboy. ♦


